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this is something new,its hip hop flavor with funk jazz improvising,it will reach the older young people, and

the young older people. its krunk yet its smooth,its raw, yet its polished, its... hip hop jazz. 10 MP3 Songs

URBAN/R&B: Contemporary urban, JAZZ: Jazz Fusion Details: To all that visit us here at CD Baby, first

of all, from the bottom of our hearts we thank you ! but more importantly, I personally want to re-acquaint

you with the power you possess every time you log on to an independent music web site, you are letting

the major labels know you want and need more variety in the music you want to purchase, and believe

me they are hearing you, and feeling your impact, indie music is rising, so from all of us hear at Adonis

Records, all of the other artists hear on CD Baby, and un-signed indie artists every where, thank you,

thank you, thank you !!!!! When I recorded this CD, I wanted to say musically what I was feeling at the

time of the recording, coming in from shows, being tired but still laying tracks, or just not having the time

to put all you have into one particular piece, or just not being sure if you've done your best, but you come

to terms with the fact that if you've played what was in your heart and made it FEEL good, that is your

best, you tell yourself, "your next CD will be different, as far as the music, and better as far as the

production, but really, it will always be your best as long as your heart is in it". doing a independent

project is a labor of love from the word go, all of the preparation, the selection of the songs, the raw

material, that will soon become a finished product, all of these things must come from you, and you think

about the day when you'll have a recording budget, a staff to do all of those things that are so important

and must be done, so all you have to do is concentrate on the music. The reality is for me that rather

those things happen or not, I'll still be playing music, because I love it. my life, and my world is music. my

family is my heart, I share both in this CD, I hope you will listen, and add it to your collection, Its not the

best, its not the worst, it a life in the day of Carl McDaniel. THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME, AND ALL OF
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US HERE AT ADONIS RECORDS WISH YOU PEACE, LOVE AND GOOD LISTENING... Carl McDaniel

C E O Adonis Records
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